Decent whole-heart segmentation from computed tomography (CT) can greatly contribute to the diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular diseases. However, due to the difficulties such as blurred boundaries between neighbouring tissues and a large number of background voxels in medical images, automated whole-heart segmentation is still a challenging task. In this paper, we proposed three modified attention models, including simple negative example mining (SNEM), attention gate (AG) and U-CliqueNet (UCNet), to lead the deep learning network to focus on more salient information. These three attention modules were further implemented into a deeply-supervised 3D UNET separately and jointly, showing different degrees of improvement on the whole-heart segmentation task. Our experiments advised that SNEM was the most simple and effective attention mechanism for medical image processing among the three and the UCNet could reach the best performance. The combination of the attention mechanisms cannot always synergistically increase the accuracy, but joint models would have a positive influence in most cases. Finally, our network achieved a Dice score of 0.9112, which was a substantially higher performance than most of the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular diseases are the prominent cause of death globally [1] . As one of the most powerful tools for the diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular diseases, medical imaging technology has attracted great research interests. One of the critical applications of medical image processing is the whole-heart CT image segmentation, whose aim is to distinguish the size, location and morphology of all substructures of a heart. Good results of the segmentation can contribute to plenty of clinical applications. For example, ejection fraction can be calculated based on the computed volume of the heart, which is an important indicator for diagnosing heart failure [2] . In addition, segmentation results can be utilized for reconstructing the 3D whole-heart model, which would be an excellent platform for investigating cardiac arrhythmia [3] and congenital cardiac diseases [4] .
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Although segmentation on CT images could be manually done by specialists, it is an extremely time and energyconsuming task, especially on a large database. This leads to the necessity of automated whole-heart segmentation. Traditionally, atlas-based models [5] , [6] , statistical models [7] , [8] and deformable models [9] were typically used in heart segmentation tasks. However, the segmentation accuracy of these methods heavily depends on the hand-crafted statistical modelling which can hardly be adapted to various unsuspected conditions. In recent years, the fast development of deep learning has greatly promoted the development of automated whole-heart segmentation. More and more segmentation methods based on deep learning network showed better performance than traditional approaches. One of the most commonly used networks in medical image segmentation is the UNET [10] , which consists of an encoding module and a following decoding module. Xu et al. [11] embedded a 3D UNET into a modified Faster-R-CNN network and the connection model got pretty good segmentation results. Christian et al. proposed a model using a pipeline of VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ two fully convolutional networks, which firstly localized a coarse bounding area around the heart and then segmented the heart substructures in details, and won the first place on the MICCAI 2017 Multi-Modality Whole Heart Segmentation challenge (MM-WHS2017) [12] . Ye et al. [13] incorporated a multi-depth fusion block into the 3D deeply-supervised UNET, increasing the accuracy of the segmentation to a higher level. Meanwhile, the application of attention mechanism on deep network structure attracts great research interests these years [14] - [16] . The aim of attention mechanism is to help the model focus on salient information with respect to the task, ignore useless information such as background and noise, then achieve better performance. Attention mechanism has been widely used in natural language processing (NLP) [17] , [18] , especially for utilizing the context information. For example, in a machine translation task for predicting a new word in a giving context, attention mechanism can be used to assign weights on the input vector for generating the context vector, leading to more contextualized prediction [19] . Similarly, attention mechanisms have a variety of application in computer vision and image progressing, such as image recognition [20] , image classification [21] , image segmentation [22] , image captioning [23] , action recognition [24] and so on.
Trainable attention can be categorized into hard and soft attention. Hard attention [25] , such as region cropping or iterative region proposal, is often non-differentiable. In [26] , a recursive hard-attention was used for predicting irregularities in chest X-ray scans. On the contrary, soft attention is end-to-end differentiable, therefore can resign higher weights to more important regions by learning corresponding coefficients together with the training process of the network. For instance, Schlemper et al. [27] proposed a grid-based attention gate model to make the network focus on particular local regions.
In addition, it has been generally agreed that repeatedly watching a picture can result in more attention on the specific target. In a biological perspective, this is because the activation of a neuron in visual cortex would be influenced by other cortical areas [28] . This mechanism inspired the introduction of feedback connections into deep networks so that a neuron can utilize the higher-level information to reweight the focus [29] . Therefore, the feedback connections in networks can be seen as another kind of soft attention mechanism. CliqueNet proposed by Yang et al. [30] update each layer in a block alternately so that it maximally utilize the feedback information then achieved high performance.
Although plenty of attention models have been proposed, how to choose an efficient attention mechanism and improve it for specific problems needs more exploration. Especially in medical image processing, the attention mechanism has not been used widely due to its intrinsic difficulties [27] . Based on our previous study, we focus on the application of attention mechanism in medical image processing, trying to find out proper attention approaches that could reach higher segmentation accuracy. Our work can be summarized as follows:
1. We introduced a hard attention mechanism, named simple negative example mining (SNEM) approach, which can effectively suppress the influence of non-informative background and noise.
2. We implemented a soft attention mechanism, an improved attention gate (AG) module, into the UNET structure, which generated an attention map to reassign higher weights to specific targets.
3. We proposed a U-CliqueNet (UCNet) structure by incorporating a 4-layers clique block, leading to the UNET benefit from the recurrent structure and feedback connections, so that it can focus on more salient information.
4. We have tested these three attention mechanisms independently and jointly, analyzing their pros and cons of the medical image segmentation task.
Finally, we achieved a Dice score of 0.9112, improving the performance of the Baseline by 0.0302, which is a substantial high accuracy for the whole-heart segmentation task compared with other existing methods [12] .
II. METHOD
The Baseline network used in this study is a 3D deeply supervised UNET [31] with improved Hybrid Loss function inherited from our previous work [13] . In this study, we proposed three different attention mechanisms and implemented them into the Baseline, aiming to improve the performance of the network and find out the most effective attention mechanism for the whole-heart segmentation task.
The overall structure of the final network is modified from the Baseline by adding three attention modules, which was shown in Fig. 1 . As we can see, the Baseline network is a 5-layer deeply supervised UNET network with a 96 × 96 × 96 × 1 four-dimensional tensor as the Input. In each layer, a convolution kernel with a 3×3×3 size and stride 1 was then applied to the Input, followed by a batch normalization (BN) and rectified linear unit (RELU) module (shown as the blue block in Fig. 1 ) applying. For downsampling the Input data, a 3×3×3 max pooling operation with stride 2 (shown as the red trapezoid block in Fig. 1 ) was used in each layer, and for the upsampling process, a 3×3×3 deconvolution kernel with stride 1 (shown as the yellow trapezoid block in Fig. 1 ) was applied. More details of the Baseline could be found in [10] , [13] .
A. SIMPLE NEGATIVE EXAMPLE MINING Fig. 2 shows two slices of the whole-heart CT image (A(i), B(i)) and their corresponding target substructures (marked as a, b in A(ii), B(ii)), which demonstrated two difficulties that the whole-heart CT image segmentation would confront with. Firstly, there are far more background voxels compared with foreground voxels, which significantly influence the balance of the classification. Secondly, the values of the voxels around the cardiac substructures are quite similar to the target tissue, showing a blurred boundary between them. Therefore, FIGURE 1. A schematic diagram of the Baseline with the incorporation of attention gate (AG) block and Clique block. Four AG blocks and six Clique blocks were added in total. We use A * B to describe the size of the feature map, where A represents feature map length/width/height and B represents the number of feature map channels. For example, the input data is a 96 * 96 * 96 block with 1 channel. The boxes represent corresponding operators (see details in the text) and the arrows show the connection order between these operators. Deeply supervised branches are shown in the dotted box, which can improve the network performance especially when the training samples are insufficient. it would be helpful to divide the background voxels into two categories: one includes those voxels that can be easily identified as the background and the other contains those around the target boundaries. Then we can take different actions on the two groups of background voxels for better performance.
Motivated by [32] , we incorporated a modified simple negative example mining (SNEM) method into the Baseline. We regarded the background voxels as the negative exam- The basic idea of SNEM is simple: the higher predicted score to the background a voxel gets, the easier it would be segmented as a negative example. In this way, we can delete the influence of the simple negative examples on the loss function, which means the non-informative area was suppressed. Although this is a hard attention mechanism, we found this simple idea is highly effective in our experiments.
B. ATTENTION GATE
In the original 3D UNET, the network concatenated the shallow layer feature maps to the upsampled feature maps for re-capture the details that lost during the compression. However, it was noted that the shallow layer feature maps were concatenated without any pre-processing, which means the re-used feature maps were dealt equally without considering different importance of each region. Motivated by Schlemper et al. [27] , we merged an Attention Gate (AG) block into the Baseline, which committed to reassign higher weight to more salient regions in the shallow layer feature maps. The schematic structure of the Baseline implemented the AG block is shown in Fig. 1 . We can see that the AG block accepts two inputs, one is the shallow layer feature maps containing more details of the CT image data and the other is the deep layer feature maps holding more global information. The output of the AG block has the same dimensions as the shallow layer feature map but with reassigned weights that focus on more prominent areas.
In the AG block, an attention map would be generated, which is a single channel map with high coefficients on salient regions and low coefficients on non-informative parts. This attention map could be learned by the standard backpropagation process, so this is a soft attention mechanism. A schematic diagram of the AG block is shown in Fig. 3A .
The Input shown in this figure represents the shallow layer feature maps and the deep layer feature maps are regarded as the Gate. Since the Input has a doubled size compared with the Gate, a convolution kernel with a 2×2×2 size and stride 2 was applied to the Input for reducing its size. Meanwhile, a convolution kernel with a 1×1×1 size and stride 1 was applied to the Gate to ensure it has the same value of channels with the Input. After the transformation, the Input and Gate would have the same size and channels, which could be used to compute the coefficient of the attention map. Either multiplicative [19] or additive [18] computing method can be used at this stage. In this study, we chose the additive method for generating the attention map since it has been proved to have better performance with large dimensional input features [33] . We then applied the RELU function to keep its ability for non-linear expression, a following 1×1×1 convolution layer to compress feature map channels to 1. After that, a sigmoid function was applied to restrict the range of the coefficients into [0, 1]. Finally, we obtained the eventual attention map used a deconvolution module to upsample the current one to the same size as the Input. For applying the attention map, each channel of the Input was multiplied with the corresponding coefficient. The output of the AG block can be acquired after a 1×1×1 convolution with stride 1 and a BN conversion. Furthermore, a skip connection was introduced here to maximally preserve crucial data since we found that some useful information was suppressed by the convolution layer.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3B , the AG block we implemented is actually a two-dimensional attention gate module. Since a multi-dimensional AG block is the combination of multiple independent AGs, it is able to fuse several subsets of target structures, so that the network can achieve better performance [27] .
C. U-CliqueNet
The clique block proposed by Yang et al. [30] benefits from both recurrent structure and feedback connections, which has a similar role to the attention mechanism. In this paper, we incorporated this clique block into the Baseline in order to promote the network. The overall structure of the U-CliqueNet (UCNet) is shown in Fig.1 .
In the clique block, each layer was bi-directionally connected with others, so that they can maximize the communication between all the layers in this block. A two-stage update process of a 4-layer clique block is illustrated in Fig 4. In stage 1, the block actually equals with a DenseNet block with kernel size 3 and stride 1 [34] , during which each layer is concatenated with the previous one to update the next layer in sequence. This can be seen as an initializing process. From the next stage, all layers updated alternately. For example, in stage 2 shown in Fig. 4, layer2 was updated by forward concatenated with layer1 in stage 2, and feedback concatenated with layer3 and layer4 in stage 1. Actually, more stages and more layers could be added. In the k th (k ≥ 2) stage, layer i (i ≥ 1) can be calculated as:
where f is the non-linear activation function, W ij represents the convolution parameters when the previous layer is layer i and the next layer is layer j. It is worth noting that W ij does not equal to W ji . In this study, a two-stage four-layer clique block was implemented. In this way, the UCNet can benefit from the recurrent and feature re-use property, which resembles a spatial attention mechanism. In each clique block, all layers are densely connected by forward and feedback operations, therefore, the information of all layers in this block are maximized, leading to more attention to the target regions.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DATA
We used the whole-heart CT dataset on MM-WHS2017 to evaluate our proposed network. The dataset contains 60 cardiac CT/CTA data, obtained by conventional cardiac CT angiography at Shuguang Hospital, Shanghai, China. Since the data was collected in vivo, it appears various image qualities. Each CT data have around 1.60-mm thickness slices scanned along with the axial view, with about 0.78 mm × 0.78 mm resolution on average. The whole volume data range from the upper abdomen to the aortic arch, covering the entire heart structure. Among the 60 volume data, only 20 of them are the training datasets, which we can obtain their labels. Therefore, followed the suggestion from Yang et al. [35] , 10 volume data were randomly selected for training and the rest were used as the testing datasets.
B. EVALUATION
The commonly used Dice score (Dice similarity coefficient, DSC) was calculated to evaluate the segmentation results. It measures the spatial overlap between the predicted and actual results. Given the set of predicted results A and real results B, the DSC can be obtained using the following equation:
For further validating our results, we also calculated the Jaccard score each experiment, which would help to evaluate the results from another perspective. The Jaccard score can be calculated as follows:
Jaccard (A, B) = |A ∩ B| |A| + |B| − |A ∩ B| (4)
C. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We used the original deeply supervised UNET combined with Hybrid Loss as our Baseline. Each attention module was added into the Baseline network as described in the VOLUME 8, 2020 method part. The original volume data consist of 200 to 300 2D slices; with each slice has a size of 512 × 512 voxels. These volume data are hard to be directly used for training because of two reasons: for the one hand, they are too large for training due to insufficient memory; for the other hand, 10 volume data are far from enough for the network training. For solving this problem, we augmented the dataset referred the method in [35] : For each training, we used a randomly divided and rotated sub-volume data with the size of 96 × 96 × 96 voxels, and iteratively get another sub-volume data in the next epoch. For including more global information in a sub-volume data, we resized the original volume data to the 0.6 times of it by using Scikit-Image [36] . For example, a volume data with the size of 512 × 512 × 300 would become 307 × 307 × 180 voxels, therefore, the sub-volume data could cover more useful information. For the evaluation, all sub-volume data with predicted labels were integrated into the whole volume data and then amplified it to the original size to compare with the ground truth labels.
We did max-min normalization to each sub-volume data to transform the values of the voxels into range 0 to 1 so that the variant data could be restricted in the same range. For each voxel, the new value can be calculated by the following equation:
where V min and V max represent the minimum and maximum value of the sub-volume data respectively. All training samples were normalized to zero mean and unit variance. Adam was used as the optimizer for updating weights of the network, with the batch size = 1 and the initial learning rate = 0.001. We halved the learning rate when the loss of the network could not converge, and stop the iteration when the change of the accuracy is lower than 0.1%. In this study, around 60000-80000 epochs were applied for different models. Dropout (rate = 0.8) was used for preventing the overfitting in the network. We implemented our network in TensorFlow for training and testing. All experiments were performed on an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6800K-based workstation equipped with a 12GB NVidia GeForce Titan X.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have tested the performance of the Baseline with each single attention modules and the combination modules. The Dice score and Jaccard score for each heart substructure, including the pulmonary artery (PUA), ascending aorta (ASA), right ventricular blood chamber (RVBC), right atrial blood chamber (RABC), left ventricular blood chamber (LVBC), left atrial blood chamber (LABC), myocardium of the left ventricle (MLV), of all models are shown in Table1 and Table 2 respectively. We can see that all the attention modules improved the performance of the network. However, it worth noting that the degree of improvement is different. For single attention modules, the UCNet gets the best segmentation accuracy, showing a 0.0279 increase of the Dice score than the Baseline. For the combination modules, AG+SNEM+UCNet achieved the highest Dice score of 0.9112, which was higher than the Baseline by 0.0302. This combination model also achieved the maximum Jaccard score of 0.8420, showing a 0.0481 improvement than the Baseline. Fig.5 shows the snapshots of the best segmentation results.
Interestingly, we found that the SNEM module was the most simple and effective attention mechanism in our experiments. The single SNEM module has already shown a quite good result, which increased the Dice score by 0.0201 and the Jaccard score by 0.0321. Moreover, the SNEM was able to synergistically improve the network performance when it was combined with all other attention modules. In addition, the training process became faster after applying SNEM. Therefore, we think SNEM is an excellent attention mechanism due to its simple implement and high efficiency. It can achieve relatively good performance and has great adaptability combined with other approaches.
On the other hand, it was surprising that the performance of the AG module was not as good as expected. Although it displayed an increase in Dice score of 0.0074 when simply incorporated this module into the Baseline, the increased score showed an increment of only 0.0027 in the AG+SNEM case compared with the SNEM module itself. Moreover, the AG module even decreased the Dice score by 0.0002 when it was combined with the UCNet (0.9069 vs 0.9089), and merely increased the Dice score by 0.0011 after it was merged into the SNEM+UCNet structure (0.9112 vs 0.9101). The results measured by the Jaccard score have shown the same situation. The AG module showed small improvement with independent application and combined with SNEM module, while slightly decreased the model performance when it combined with UCNet. Therefore, the AG module might be an effective method when the network did not include any other attention mechanism, but can hardly synergistically improve the network performance with others. It is deduced that the attention map may not suitable for this kind of medical image segmentation in which the background voxels occupy most parts of it. This can be confirmed by the results of AG+SNEM module (with or without UCNet), showing that the performance of the AG module would improve when TABLE 1. The comparison between baseline with independent or joint attention mechanism, measured on the dice score.
TABLE 2.
The comparison between baseline with independent or joint attention mechanism, measured on the Jaccard score.
it was applied together with the SNEM. Since the SNEM module cropped the simple negative examples, it significantly decreased the influence of background voxels, and made the AG module perform better. This can be further proved by the decreased Dice score with AG+UCNet module compared with simply applied the UCNet module. It is assumed that the inaccurate weight reassignment of the AG module may introduce a little extra noise, which may be amplified by the UCNet module during the recurrent process. Since the UCNet module itself already has a good ability to focus on targets, the positive influence of the AG module would be minimized and its negative effect becomes more prominent. In conclusion, considering the time consumption of the AG module and its limited effect, we think the AG module is not an idealised attention mechanism for the whole-heart segmentation task.
Finally, the UCNet achieved the highest Dice score and Jaccard score, which is reasonable because the UCNet is not only a simple attention module, but also benefits from feature re-usage and iterative learning. However, it is worth noting that the UCNet increased the training time by about 50%, whereas the SNEM can even decrease the time cost of the network. Nevertheless, it is no doubt that all experiments using UCNet achieved significant improvement than those without the clique block, and the most complicated method reached the highest accuracy. This excellent accuracy would substantially contribute to many clinical applications such as assisting catheter ablation surgery [37] . Therefore, the best attention mechanism may not the one and only. It is better to choose the proper attention module based on its specific applications.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have introduced three modified attention mechanism, SNEM, AG, and UCNet, for the whole-heart segmentation task. We incorporated them into a deeply supervised UNET network and tested the performance of the single and joint attention modules. Our results showed that the attention mechanisms should be carefully chosen for specific tasks according to their characteristics. For the whole-heart segmentation task, we demonstrate that: (1) the SNEM module is a simple but effective attention mechanism for segmentation tasks with a large number of background voxels; (2) the AG module may not be very suitable for medical image segmentation; (3) the UCNet can significantly improve the accuracy of the segmentation task and get the best results in our experiments combining with other modules. We finally achieved the highest Dice score of 0.9112 and Jaccard score of 0.842, which is higher than most state-of-the-art works (the Dice score was compared with the top 3 results of MM-WHS2017 in Appendix Table 3 ). To sum up, we propose several attention approaches particularly for the whole-heart segmentation task and demonstrates the efficiency of different attention mechanisms. APPENDIX See Table 3 . VOLUME 8, 2020 
